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Abstract 

Past advertising research has found that interactive advertisements are more effective 

than noninteractive advertisements, but the underlying mechanism remains unclear. 

Based on theories of control and cognitive dissonance, this study examines the 

relationship between ad choice (vs. no-choice) and perceived ad intrusiveness and 

effectiveness. Study participants watched a 12 minute video clip with either a choice-

based (experimental condition) or no-choice (control condition) ad in the middle. 

Following the video, participants completed a survey measuring perceived ad 

intrusiveness and perceived ad effectiveness. Researchers did not find a significant 

influence of ad type (choice-based ad vs. no-choice ad) on perceived ad intrusiveness or 

perceived ad effectiveness. Findings did affirm a negative correlation between perceived 

ad intrusiveness and perceived ad effectiveness found in previous research. Researchers 

discuss why results did not support previous findings and propose that the ability to self-

tailor content impacts the effectiveness of choice-based ads. The study has theoretical and 

practical implications on designing effective advertisements.  

Keywords: interactive advertising, choice-based ads, perceived ad intrusiveness, 

perceived ad effectiveness, control 
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Examining the Effect of Choice-Based Ads on Perceived Ad 

Intrusiveness and Effectiveness 

From the printing press to the radio to the television to the internet, technology is 

constantly evolving, and with it, so is advertising. With each advancement in technology, 

advertising takes a new form in an effort to maintain relevancy and reach consumers. The 

advent of the World Wide Web in 1990 introduced a new platform through which 

advertisers could reach consumers (“History of the Web,” n.d.). As the capabilities of the 

internet progressed, advertisers began using online interactive advertising. Roberts and 

Ko (2001) defined interactive advertising as: “the degree to which a person actively 

engages in advertising processing by interacting with advertising messages and 

advertisers.” Interactive advertising is contingent on the belief that communication is no 

longer top-down, that brands should engage with people rather than talking at them 

(Wagler, 2013). Due to the traditional interruptive form of advertising, advertisements are 

often viewed as annoyances and barriers between the user and their content (Wagler, 

2013). Through interactive advertising, advertisers adopt less disruptive forms of 

communication (Kim, 2018; Wagler, 2013). 

Clickable Ads 

 

In the early days of the internet, this interactivity entailed only simple internet 

features such as clickable banner ads, with the first banner ad popping up in 1994 (Liu & 

Shrum, 2002; “Welcome The ‘First’ Banner Ad,” 2014). As opposed to television and 

radio ads, which forcibly interrupt viewing and listening, banner ads coexist alongside the 

primary media (Liu & Shrum, 2002). Depending on the level of interest, banner ads allow 

users to either ignore the advertisement or click/hover on the ad for more information to 
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pop up. Liu and Shrum (2002) found that this simple interactivity positively influenced 

people’s attitudes toward the ad. Raijmakers, Shahid, and Mubin (2013) further 

researched interactive advertising, measuring the perception and impact of an interactive 

clickable advertisement versus a non-interactive advertisement (i.e., non-clickable ad) 

using four variables: professionalism/trust, information level, overall liking, and purchase 

intention. The researchers found that participants rated the interactive advertisement 

higher than the non-interactive ad in all four categories (Raijmakers et al., 2013). 

Skippable Ads 

As the internet grew, video sharing platforms (e.g., YouTube) became 

popularized and advertisers found a new opportunity to reach consumers. Taking 

advantage of the new ad space, advertisers began placing clickable interactive ads not 

only on website pages, but in video streams. In 2010, YouTube took interactive in-stream 

advertising a step further by introducing “TrueView in-stream advertising” (Pashkevich, 

Dorai-Raj, Kellar, & Zigmond, 2012). This feature allowed users to skip directly to their 

desired content after five seconds of ad viewing. To compare skippable versus non-

skippable video ads, researchers ran an experiment on 100,000 participants in which half 

could skip the in-stream advertisements after five seconds and half could not (Pashkevich 

et al., 2012). The researchers found that allowing users to skip in-stream advertisements 

reduced the negative impact of interruptive ads on attitudes toward the platform by 30% 

(Pashkevich et al., 2012). Additionally, the data suggested that providing users the choice 

to view (or not view) advertisements stimulated a more positive liking of the ads 

(Pashkevich et al., 2012). Thus, the interactivity of skippable advertisements benefited 

the advertiser, the video platform, and the user. 
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Choice-Based Ads 

Advertising interactivity has continued to advance, now allowing users to not only 

skip advertisements, but choose which advertisements they view from two or more 

options (i.e., choice-based ads). In 2018, researcher Nam Young Kim conducted a study 

to examine the effect of choice-based ads and determine whether user control improved 

ad effectiveness (vaguely defined as positive attitudes toward the ad and platform). The 

study included two conditions, an experimental condition in which participants could 

choose both the brand and the advertising content (i.e., the advertised feature/product of 

the brand), and a control condition in which participants did not have any options to 

choose the brand or ad content (Kim, 2018). Kim found that participants who chose their 

ads evaluated their advertisements more favorably than participants who did not have a 

choice (Kim, 2018). Interactive advertising helps counter negative reactions toward 

forced ad exposure by enabling users to customize and control their ad experience. 

Several researchers have also noted that users hold positive attitudes toward customized 

content due to its allowance of enhanced content control and the resulting decrease in 

irrelevant content (Eppler & Mengis, 2004; Kalyanaraman & Sundar, 2006; Sundar & 

Marathe, 2010). Subsequently, the move toward choice-based advertising is indicative of 

what advertising practices may be more effective. 

Measures of Advertising Effectiveness 

Attitudes and purchase intent 

In his study, Kim (2018) measured ad effectiveness as participants’ attitudes 

toward the advertisement; the more positive the attitudes, the more effective the ad. Many 
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past researchers have also used attitudes toward an ad to measure ad effectiveness 

(Biehal, Stephens, & Curio, 1992; Hamouda, 2018; Hirsh, Kang, & Bodenhausen, 2012; 

Lee & Hong, 2016; Nizam, Abdullah Jaafar, & Supaat, 2018; Pashkevich et al., 2012; 

Shimp, 1981). However, while an attitude measure successfully evaluates the 

participant's positive or negative perceptions of advertisements, attitude alone fails to 

capture the primary goal of advertisers, to encourage viewers to purchase their product or 

service. In order to get closer to the core issue of participant’s buying behavior, 

researchers have also used purchase intention to determine the effectiveness of 

advertisements (Alalwan, 2018; Hirsh et al., 2012; Nizam et al., 2018). 

Perceived ad intrusiveness 

In addition to attitudes and purchase intent, perceived ad intrusiveness has been a 

popular dependent measure in past advertising research (Belanche, Flavián, & Pérez-

Rueda, 2020; Hühn et al., 2017; Kim, 2018; Lee, Kim, & Sundar, 2015; Wehmeyer, 

2007; Youn & Kim, 2019). Researchers have found a negative correlation between 

perceived ad intrusiveness and positive attitudes toward advertisements (Kim, 2018; Lee 

et al., 2015). As such, perceived ad intrusiveness can be used as an indirect measure of ad 

effectiveness. Kim (2018) measured perceived intrusiveness using the Ad Intrusiveness 

Scale (AIS) developed by Li, Edwards, and Lee (2002). Li et al. (2002) argued that 

feelings of intrusiveness are a psychological reaction to the interruption of one’s 

cognitive processes. These feelings can arise from facets of the ad itself (e.g., length of 

ad) and the media schedule (e.g., frequency of advertisements). Because intrusiveness 

can be caused by the characteristics of specific ads, not simply the disrupting presence of 

an advertisement in and of itself, intrusiveness is broader than interruptive (Li et al., 
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2002). This definition of intrusiveness elucidates how a facet of an advertisement, such as 

a viewer’s option to choose their ad content, could influence the perceived intrusiveness 

of the ad interruption. Kim (2018) found that choice-based ads were perceived as not 

only less intrusive than no-choice ads, but also less irritating. He identified a negative 

correlation between perceived intrusiveness and positive attitudes toward ads, as well as a 

negative correlation between perceived irritation and positive attitudes toward ads. Kim 

(2018) hypothesized that choice may decrease negative attitudes and increase positive 

attitudes toward advertisements because of users’ heightened ability to align ads with 

their interests, thus making the ads less intrusive. Kim (2018) also found a strong positive 

correlation between perceived intrusiveness and perceived irritation. In a follow-up paper 

published soon after the development of AIS, Edwards, Li, and Lee (2002), demonstrated 

that perceived intrusiveness is the underlying mechanism which causes perceived 

irritation. Thus, researchers may choose to only measure perceived intrusiveness. 

Ad recognition 

Another common measure of ad effectiveness is recognition of the advertised 

product or brand (Belanche et al., 2020; Chaney, Hosany, Wu, Chen, & Nguyen, 2018; 

Hernandez & Chapa, 2010; Ketelaar et al., 2017; Nizam et al., 2018; Siemens, Smith, & 

Fisher, 2015). As of yet, no studies have examined recognition of in-stream interactive 

video advertisements (i.e., skippable and choice-based ads). However, one study 

examining advergames (i.e., video games that display ads during play) found higher 

levels of ad recognition when participants were given ‘active control’ over which brands 

were presented in the game (Siemens et al., 2015). Similar to advergames, choice-based 
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advertisements induce active control over the viewers’ ad experience. Thus, choice-based 

ads may improve ad recognition. 

Psychological and Theoretical Background 

Choice induces perceived control 

While previous research has identified a positive effect of ad interactivity on 

various measures of ad effectiveness, researchers have largely ignored the theoretical 

underpinnings. However, there are psychological mechanisms that may explain the 

increased effectiveness of choice-based ads, such as perception of control. Perceived 

control is defined as the belief that one is able to determine outcomes by influencing their 

environment (Aronson, Wilson, Akert, & Sommers, 2016). Researchers have identified 

perceived control as a universal psychological and biological necessity (Deci & Ryan, 

2000, 2008; Leotti & Delgado, 2011; Leotti, Iyengar, & Ochsner, 2010; Liu & Shrum, 

2002). Additionally, inducing perceived control is positively correlated with improved 

psychological well-being and quality of life (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; Langer & 

Rodin, 1976; Schulz, 1976). Perceived control increases activity in the ventral striatum, a 

brain region that is directly involved in reward processing, indicating that control is 

inherently rewarding (Leotti & Delgado, 2011).  

Choice is one of the most salient ways to induce perceived control. The freedom 

to choose whether or not to engage in a task is the purest form of control (Tafarodi, 

Milne, & Smith, 1999). However, researchers have repeatedly found that choice, even in 

compulsory tasks, significantly increases perceived control (Folkman & Moskowitz, 

2000; Langer & Rodin, 1976; Leotti & Delgado, 2011; Liu & Shrum, 2002; Schulz, 

1976; Tafarodi et al., 1999; Wulf, Freitas, & Tandy, 2014). This holds true even when the 
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choice is incidental (Tafarodi et al., 1999; Wulf et al., 2014). Previous research on 

advertisement interactivity has shown that giving viewers the choice to skip ads increases 

their perception of control (Pashkevich et al., 2012). Additionally, Kim (2018) found that 

choice-based advertisements induce greater perceived control by allowing participants to 

choose which ad they view. 

Perceived control and positive affect 

Researchers consistently demonstrate a positive relationship between perceived 

control (induced by choice) and positive affect (liking) of a task (Judge, Bono, & Locke, 

2000; Kim, 2018; Liu & Shrum, 2002; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Shimp, 1981; Siemens et 

al., 2015; Tafarodi et al., 1999; Wulf et al., 2014). The proposed mechanism behind this 

relationship has three steps. First, perceived control is positively correlated with greater 

intrinsic motivation (Liu & Shrum, 2002; Tafarodi et al., 1999; Wulf et al., 2014). 

Second, increased intrinsic motivation engenders more satisfaction with a task (Judge et 

al., 2000; Liu & Shrum, 2002). Third, higher satisfaction enhances positive affect for the 

task (Kim, 2018; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Shimp, 1981; Siemens et al., 2015). In a large-

scale study, Pashkevich et al. (2012) found that skippable ads on YouTube improved user 

satisfaction with the advertisement and increased positive attitudes toward the product. In 

his study, Kim (2018) also found that choice-based ads engender less negative affect than 

non-interactive ads and improve attitudes towards the advertisement. Thus, preliminary 

findings suggest that choice-based ads intensify perceived control, consequently 

increasing positive affect for the ad. 
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Perceived control and memory 

As well as increasing positive affect, perceived control (induced by choice) has 

been shown to enhance memory of a task (Judge et al., 2000; Liu & Shrum, 2002; 

Siemens et al., 2015; Tafarodi et al., 1999). It does this by stimulating greater cognitive 

engagement with the task (Liu & Shrum, 2002; Tafarodi et al., 1999). Making decisions 

requires more attention and engenders deeper cognitive processing (Liu & Shrum, 2002). 

Deep cognitive processing, in turn, is associated with better learning and more long-term 

retention (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Hyde & Jenkins, 1969). Thus, by inducing greater 

perceived control, choice-based advertisements may increase cognitive engagement, 

leading to enhanced memory of the ad (Judge et al., 2000; Liu & Shrum, 2002; Siemens 

et al., 2015; Tafarodi et al., 1999). This is supported by Siemens et al.'s (2015) study on 

advergames in which they found higher levels of ad recognition when participants were 

given ‘active control’ over which brands were presented in the game. Thus far, no study 

has examined the effect of choice-based ads on memory. However, because choice is 

more salient in these types of ads, we are likely to see a similar improvement in memory 

from choice-based ads. 

Cognitive dissonance 

In addition to perceived control, cognitive dissonance may also explain the 

effectiveness of choice-based advertisements. Cognitive dissonance is the mental 

discomfort one feels when their attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors do not align (Festinger, 

1957). This discomfort will lead to a change in one’s attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors to 

alleviate the dissonance and achieve consonance (Brehm, 1956; Egan, Santos, & Bloom, 

2007; Elliot & Devine, 1994; Festinger, 1957; Harmon-Jones, Amodio, & Harmon-Jones, 
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2009). Cognitive dissonance theory is present in the decision-making process when 

postdecision dissonance arises after an individual makes a choice. Postdecision 

dissonance is reduced through the “attitude” construct by enhancing one’s attraction to 

their choice following the decision (Beasley & Joslyn, 2001; Brehm, 1956; Egan et al., 

2007; Festinger, 1957; Knox & Inkster, 1968; O’Donnell & Brown, 1971; Rosenfeld, 

Kennedy, & Giacalone, 1986; Stevick, 1991).  

Researchers have identified postdecision dissonance in a variety of decision-

making contexts. Postdecision dissonance can arise after one chooses between two 

similarly-rated objects, causing one to increase their liking of the chosen alternative 

(Brehm, 1956; Egan et al., 2007; O’Donnell & Brown, 1971). Researchers have also 

identified postdecision dissonance in compulsory choice and blind-choice contexts. 

Consequently, if an individual is compelled to choose between two alternatives, or simply 

believes they chose an alternative, they will experience an enhanced liking for that choice 

(Egan, Bloom, & Santos, 2010; Egan et al., 2007; Johansson, Hall, Tarning, Sikstrom, & 

Chater, 2014; Luo & Yu, 2017; Sharot, Velasquez, & Dolan, 2010).  

Researchers have yet to explore the role of cognitive dissonance in attitudes 

towards interactive advertisements. However, given past research on postdecision 

dissonance in other contexts, choice-based interactive ads may take advantage of 

cognitive dissonance by allowing the viewer to select an ad. Because the viewer chooses 

a particular ad, they are motivated to reduce any postdecision dissonance they may feel 

by aligning their attitude and behavior. Consequently, viewers will likely experience 

enhanced positive attitudes towards the ad they select. This explanation is supported by 

the findings of the only previous study on choice-based interactive advertisements (Kim, 
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2018). Kim (2018) found that participants had more positive attitudes toward 

advertisements when given the option to choose. 

The Current Study 

The aim of this study was to examine the effect of choice-based ads on perceived 

ad intrusiveness and effectiveness (i.e., liking and purchase intention). Ad recognition 

was also included as an exploratory measure of choice-based ad effectiveness. Our study 

builds upon Kim’s (2018) study by defining effectiveness as one’s explicit attitude 

towards the ad as well as their purchase intention (Hirsh et al., 2012). This 

operationalization offers a more comprehensive measure of ad effectiveness. 

Hypotheses 

Previous literature has found that interactive advertising reduces negative 

attitudes and elicits more positive attitudes towards the advertisement (Kim, 2018; Liu & 

Shrum, 2002; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Raijmakers et al., 2013). These findings are 

supported by research on control and cognitive dissonance theory. Researchers have 

found that choice induces perceived control, indirectly leading to improved memory of 

the ad and increased positive attitudes toward the ad (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; 

Leotti & Delgado, 2011; Liu & Shrum, 2002; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Schulz, 1976; 

Siemens et al., 2015; Tafarodi et al., 1999; Wulf et al., 2014). Additionally, postdecision 

cognitive dissonance may cause the chooser to maintain a positive attitude toward their 

ad selection, regardless of the content of the ad (Brehm, 1956; Egan et al., 2010, 2007; 

Festinger, 1957; Johansson et al., 2014; Luo & Yu, 2017; O’Donnell & Brown, 1971; 

Sharot et al., 2010). Thus, based on cognitive dissonance theory in combination with 

previous research on interactive advertising and perception of control, we hypothesize: 
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that participants who view the choice-based ad will perceive the advertisement as more 

effective than those who do not receive a choice (H1), that participants who view the 

choice-based ad will perceive the advertisement as less intrusive than those who do not 

receive a choice (H2), that there will be a negative correlation between perceived ad 

effectiveness and ad intrusiveness (H3), and that perceived ad intrusiveness will mediate 

the relationship between choice and perceived ad effectiveness (H4; see Figure 1 for 

summary of hypotheses). In other words, the relationship between choice and perceived 

ad effectiveness will be, at least partially, explained by perceptions of ad intrusiveness. 

 

Figure 1. The proposed mediating role of perceived ad intrusiveness on the relationship between choice and 

perceived ad effectiveness (H4). 

Methods 

Participants 

We recruited 72 participants from a small liberal arts college in the Pacific 

Northwest. Participants were evenly split between the control group (N = 36) and the 

experimental group (N = 36). Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 22 (M = 20.18, SD 

=1.26). Females made up the majority of participants (70.83%), followed by males 

(27.78%), and we had one non-binary participant (1.39%). The majority of students self-
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identified as White (68.06%). The remaining students self-identified as Asian (12.50%), 

Mixed Race (11.11%), Black or African-American (2.78%), Latino or Hispanic (2.78%), 

American Indian or Alaska Native (1.39%), and Indian (1.39%). 

Procedure 

Participants were recruited via email listservs, word of mouth, and psychology 

classes (students received extra credit for participation). Upon signing up for our study, 

participants were each assigned to a condition (control or choice), using a random 

number generator. In order to provide a controlled and supervised environment, our study 

was held in a computer lab. Once participants entered the computer lab, they were 

presented with a copy of the consent form. Participants were explicitly told they did not 

have to sign the form and could contact our supervisor if they had any questions before 

signing. After signing the consent form, participants were directed to their assigned 

computer stations. Participants were spaced throughout the lab in a way that prevented 

them from viewing each other's screens. The participants then watched a filler video, 

which consisted of a 12 minute YouTube clip of the British comedy show “Would I Lie 

to You?”, interrupted by a one minute Bose headphones ad. All participants watched the 

same filler video and advertisement, regardless of condition (See Appendix A for filler 

video and ad).  

For the experimental group, after half of the filler video played (six minutes and 

16 seconds), a screen popped up displaying the brand name, “Bose”, and asked the 

participants to choose between two different advertisements for the headphones. In 

reality, they chose between the same ad framed in two different ways (selection one titled 

“Get Lost in the Music” and selection two titled “Take Your Music Anywhere”). Once 
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they clicked on an ad thumbnail, the one minute ad played (the same ad regardless of 

which framing they chose) followed by the remaining six minutes and 15 seconds of the 

filler video (See Appendices B and C).  

For the control group, halfway into the filler video (six minutes and 16 seconds), a 

screen displaying the brand name, “Bose,” popped up and played for three seconds (to 

imitate the choice screen presented in the experimental condition), followed by the one 

minute advertisement and the remaining six minutes and 15 seconds of the filler video 

(See Appendices B and D).  

After completing the viewing experience, participants were directed to move to a 

neighboring computer to complete a Qualtrics survey. The survey consisted of 

demographic questions (including gender and ethnicity); scales to measure perceived ad 

intrusiveness, perceived ad effectiveness, and perceived user control (a manipulation 

check); recognition task questions; and filler questions. Questionnaire items were 

counterbalanced to eliminate order effects. After completing the survey, participants were 

debriefed and offered candy as a reward for their participation. Additionally, participants 

were either entered into a raffle to win one of three $10 Amazon gift cards or received 

extra credit if eligible. Participants were made aware of these rewards prior to signing up 

for the study and only had to show up, not complete the study, to receive above 

mentioned rewards. 

Measures 

Perceived ad intruviness 

Participants completed a slightly-modified version of the Ad Intrusiveness Scale 

(AIS; Li et al., 2002) (See Appendix E). The scale measures perceived intrusiveness 
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through items such as: “When the ad was shown, I thought it was interfering.” We 

removed the item which described the ad as “obtrusive” because it is essentially 

synonymous with “intrusive”, which was already included in the scale. Including both 

“intrusive” and “obtrusive” would have been redundant and confusing to participants. 

Removing this item resulted in a six-item scale. The response options for the 7-point 

Likert scale range from one (strongly disagree) to seven (strongly agree). Participants' 

overall score was calculated by averaging all six items. Researchers have found that the 

scale has convergent validity with ad irritation and cognitive and behavioral ad avoidance 

(Li et al., 2002). Additionally, prior researchers found this scale internally reliable (α = 

.90; Edwards et al., 2002; Li et al., 2002; Wehmeyer, 2007). However, we found the scale 

had poor reliability (α = .67). 

Perceived ad effectiveness 

Participants also completed a modified version of Hirsh et al.’s (2012) six-item 

scale measuring ad effectiveness (See Appendix F). We refer to this measure as the 

Perceived Ad Effectiveness Scale (PAES). This scale measures attitudes toward the ad, 

purchase intent, and explicit perceived ad effectiveness. An example item is: “I found this 

advertisement to be persuasive.” Current advertising literature highlights the importance 

of customization and relevance in advertising effectiveness (Campbell & Wright, 2008; 

Hirsh et al., 2012; Kalyanaraman & Sundar, 2006). Thus, we included the additional 

item, “I feel this ad is personally relevant,” making the scale a total of seven items. A 

post-hoc reliability analysis showed that removal of the relevance item would reduce the 

internal reliability of the scale. Further, an inter-item correlation matrix revealed no 

redundancy with the inclusion of the relevance item (i.e., inter-item correlations did not 
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exceed .80). Response options ranged from one (strongly disagree) to five (strongly 

agree). Participants' overall score was calculated by averaging all seven items. Prior 

research found this scale internally reliable (α = .94; Hirsh et al., 2012). We also found 

that this scale was internally reliable (α = .90). 

Perceived user control (manipulation check) 

Participants also completed the User Control subscale from the Perceived 

Interactivity Scale (PIS; Gao, Rau, & Salvendy, 2010) (See Appendix G). This scale was 

a manipulation check to indicate whether participants in the experimental group 

perceived more control over their advertising experience than the participants in the 

control group. This scale has three items. An example item is: “I could choose freely 

what I wanted to see.” Response options range from one (strongly disagree) to seven 

(strongly agree). Participants' overall scores were calculated by averaging all three items. 

Prior research found this scale internally reliable (α = .85; Gao et al., 2010). We also 

found that this scale was internally reliable (α = .90). 

Recognition task 

We included recognition task questions for both the filler video and the 

advertisement to ensure that participants were paying attention throughout the experiment 

(See Appendix H for items). Additionally, the recognition questions for the advertisement 

were used for exploratory analyses. There were five filler video recognition questions 

which asked about the content of the show (e.g., “Which of the people below was the 

mystery guest?”). There were two advertisement recognition questions which asked 

participants to choose which photo, from a series, they remembered seeing in the 

advertisement. Participants were given a score of one for correct answers and zero for 
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incorrect answers. Total scores could range from zero to five for video recognition and 

zero to two for ad recognition. 

Filler questions 

Additionally, we included five filler questions to distract participants from our 

focus on advertising and prevent response bias. The questions asked about general media 

usage (e.g., “What is your average daily digital media consumption?”) and specific online 

video streaming questions (e.g., “How many days do you binge watch in an average 

week?”). 

Results 

Manipulation check 

To test whether our manipulation was successful (i.e., that participants in the 

choice-based ad condition experienced more perceived user control) we ran an 

independent-samples t-test. On average, participants’ perception of control over their 

advertising experience, was significantly higher in the choice-based ad condition (M = 

3.53, SD = 1.61) than the no-choice ad condition (M = 2.38, SD = 1.14) , t(70) = −3.49, p 

= .001, d = .82 (see Figure 2). Thus, our manipulation was successful. A post-hoc power 

analysis, using our calculated effect size (d = .82) and sample (N = 72), yielded an 

excellent statistical power of .96. 
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Figure 2. Mean perceived user control in both ad conditions. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals. 

Ad type and ad effectiveness and intrusiveness 

A one-way MANOVA was conducted testing the effect of condition (choice-

based ad vs. no-choice ad) on the two dependent variables (perceived ad intrusiveness 

and effectiveness). Levene’s test for equality of variances indicated that the assumption 

of homogeneity of variance was met for perceived ad intrusiveness (p = .19) and for 

perceived ad effectiveness (p = .80). Additionally, Box’s test indicated that the 

assumption of homogeneity of covariance matrices was met, M = 4.51, F(3, 882000) = 

1.46, p = .22. Lastly, using Pillai’s trace, we found no significant effect of ad type on the 

combined DVs: perceived ad intrusiveness and effectiveness, V = .02, F(2, 69) = .68, p = 

.51, ηp
2 = .02 (see Figure 3 and 4). A post-hoc power analysis, using our calculated effect 

size f2(V) = .02, yielded a poor power of .16. 
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Figure 3. Mean perceived ad intrusiveness in both ad conditions. No-choice ad condition, M = 3.98, SD = .79. 

Choice-based ad condition, M = 4.21, SD = .97. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals. 

 

Figure 4. Mean perceived ad effectiveness in both ad conditions. No-choice ad condition, M = 3.08, SD = .82. 

Choice-based ad condition, M = 2.95, SD = .71. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals. 
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Ad effectiveness and ad intrusiveness  

To test our hypothesis that perceived ad effectiveness and intrusiveness would be 

negatively correlated, we ran a correlation analysis. We found a consistent negative 

relationship between perceived ad effectiveness and intrusiveness, Pearson’s r = -.39, 

BCa CI = [-.20, -.54], p = .001 (see Figure 5). Thus, ad effectiveness and intrusiveness 

were weakly to moderately correlated. Both P-P plots and histograms of ad effectiveness 

and intrusiveness confirmed assumptions of normality. 

 

Figure 5. Negative correlation between perceived ad intrusiveness and perceived ad effectiveness. 

Mediation Analyses 

To determine whether we should run a mediation analysis to test our hypothesis 

that perceived ad intrusiveness will mediate the relationship between choice and 

perceived ad effectiveness, we followed Baron and Kenny’s (1986) mediational model. 

The four pathways of this model include: showing that the independent variable is 
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correlated with the dependent variable (pathway c), showing that the independent 

variable is correlated with the mediator (pathway a), showing that the mediator is 

correlated with the dependent variable after controlling for the independent variable 

(pathway b), and establishing to what degree the mediator explains the effect of the 

independent variable on the dependent variable (pathway c’; Baron & Kenny, 1986). If 

the coefficient for pathway c’ is zero, then the mediator completely explains the 

relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Otherwise, if the 

coefficient is significant but not zero, then partial mediation is indicated. Pathway c does 

not have to be significant for researchers to proceed with a mediation analysis. There 

could still be a mediation if the relationship between the independent variable and the 

dependent variable only exists through the mediator. However, in order to run a 

mediation analysis, pathways a and b must be significant. Our data shows that pathway b 

(H3) is significant, but pathway a (H2) is not significant (see Figure 6). Thus, we did not 

proceed with the mediation analysis. 

 

Figure 6. Baron and Kenny’s (1986) mediational model pathways mapped onto our hypotheses and results. The 

dotted lines (a, c, c’) denote non-significance. The solid line (b) denotes significance. 
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Ad type and ad recognition 

Lastly, as an exploratory analysis we ran a chi-square for ad recognition by 

condition. We did not find a significant association between ad type and whether or not 

participants recognized the ad, χ2(1) = .35, p = .56, OR = 2.06 (see Figure 7). Of the 72 

participants, only three failed to correctly identify the advertised product. 

 

 

Figure 7. Ad recognition in both ad conditions. Error bars depict 95% confidence intervals. 

Summary of Results 

In sum, our manipulation was successful, with participants in the choice-based 

group reporting significantly higher rates of perceived user control than participants in 

the no-choice group. Despite this, our data do not support our hypotheses that participants 

who viewed the choice-based ad would perceive the ad as less intrusive (H2) and more 

effective (H1) than participants who viewed the no-choice ad. Consequently, our data did 

not support our hypothesis that perceived ad intrusiveness would mediate the relationship 
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between choice and perceived ad effectiveness (H4). However, as predicted, we found a 

significant negative correlation between perceived ad intrusiveness and effectiveness 

(H3). Finally, our exploratory analysis did not find any significant difference in ad 

recognition between the groups. 

Discussion 
 

These findings expand the limited literature on the effectiveness of choice-based 

interactive advertising. Previous literature found interactive advertising more effective 

than noninteractive advertising (Kim, 2018; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Raijmakers et al., 

2013). Our manipulation check shows that the inclusion of choice does increase 

participant’s perception of control over their ad viewing experience. However, contrary 

to prior research, this increased control does not align with any improvements in the 

advertisement’s effectiveness (Kim, 2018).  

In Kim’s (2018) study, participants who chose their advertisements rated the ads 

as less intrusive and viewed the ads more positively, thus making the ads more effective. 

Kim’s (2018) finding suggests that viewers are willing to take the time and extra steps 

required in interacting with advertisers in order to gain a more customized and desirable 

content experience. On the other hand, our finding suggests that choice-based ads may 

not be any more effective than no-choice ads. Choice-based ads force people to interact 

with the advertisement even more, thus potentially increasing the ad’s intrusiveness. The 

negative attitudes brought on by this forced interaction may cancel out the benefits of the 

increased control.  

While our results do not support a relationship between choice and effectiveness, 

our study does affirm the correlation between intrusiveness and effectiveness found in 
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prior research (Kim, 2018). Our results show a negative correlation between intrusiveness 

and effectiveness; participants who reported perceiving the ad as less intrusive also 

reported perceiving the ad as more effective. This finding suggests that the issue of 

intrusiveness is paramount to an advertisement’s effectiveness. In order to be effective, 

interactive advertising must be executed in a way that is perceived as less intrusive than 

standard advertising.  

Because Kim (2018) found a relationship between both choice and ad 

intrusiveness as well as ad intrusiveness and ad effectiveness, he was able to determine 

that intrusiveness mediates the relationship between choice and ad effectiveness. 

However, our research did not support this finding. Although we found a correlation 

between intrusiveness and effectiveness, because we did not find a relationship between 

choice and ad intrusiveness, we could not determine any mediation.  

Finally, we did not find a relationship between choice and ad recognition. Thus, 

choice-based ads may not confer the same memory enhancement as other interactive 

advertisements (i.e., advergames; Siemens et al., 2015). 

Limitations and future directions 

This study contains several notable limitations surrounding its independent 

measures. The sample size is much smaller than desired (N = 72), thus decreasing the 

study’s power and making it difficult to find a significant result, especially considering 

our extremely small effect size. The makeup of the small sample (18-22 years old, liberal 

arts students, 70% female, 68% white) also decreases the study’s external validity. The 

sample is limited to a very specific demographic and is therefore not particularly 

generalizable.  
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Additionally, anticipating the small sample size, we provided the participants with 

a very limited experience of choice. In order to optimize power by having only two 

conditions, we chose to use one advertisement for both the control and experimental 

condition. Since we simply framed the same advertisement in two different ways for the 

experimental (choice-based) condition, the participants’ two options were not very 

different. The experimental group (M = 3.53) did report feeling they had significantly 

more choice than the control group (M = 2.38). However, even the experimental group’s 

mean control score is below average (4), meaning most participants reported not feeling a 

strong sense of control. This limited experience of choice potentially deflated the 

intended benefits of control. The minimal difference between the presented ad options 

may not have been enough for the participants in the experimental condition to feel they 

actually personalized their experience.  

This could help explain why our findings contradict those of prior studies (Kim, 

2018). In Kim’s (2018) study, participants self-selected the brand and advertised feature 

of the product. Kim (2018) hypothesized that choice may decrease negative attitudes and 

increase positive attitudes toward advertisements because of users’ heightened ability to 

align ads with their interests, thus making the ads less intrusive. In accordance with these 

results, past advertising researchers have also found that the ability for advertisements to 

provide personally relevant content improves their effectiveness (Bang & Wojdynski, 

2016; Campbell & Wright, 2008; Hirsh et al., 2012; Kalyanaraman & Sundar, 2006; 

Sundar & Marathe, 2010; Yuan & Tsao, 2003). Previous research on perceived control 

and personalization of tasks has also found that choices which allow personalization 

enhance confidence in tasks and boost performance-related self-esteem (Tafarodi, 
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Mehranvar, Panton, & Milne, 2002). Because our study aimed to isolate the effect of 

choice on advertising outcomes, there was limited ability for users to self-tailor ad 

content. Consequently, our findings may indicate that, aligning with past research, choice 

is only effective when it provides the opportunity for users to self-select relevant content 

(Campbell & Wright, 2008; Sundar & Marathe, 2010; Tafarodi et al., 2002). Future 

research with more participants and resources should include greater experiences of 

control with a larger variety of ad options (e.g. different products, different brands, 

different ad styles, more ad choices, etc.) so that the participants in the experimental 

condition actually feel they are personalizing their viewing experience. However, while 

increased variety could be beneficial, researchers need to be cautious about providing too 

many ad options. Research on choice suggests that having some element of choice 

improves positive affect, but too many options may result in increased anxiety and 

reduced satisfaction (Schwartz, 2004).  

Another limitation within the independent measures is that the advertisement used 

in the study was relatively pleasant to view, as was verbally noted by several participants. 

By using a pleasant advertisement, the intrusiveness scores may be artificially low 

compared to a standard more abrasive advertisement. Future research should use less 

pleasant advertisements in order to mirror more typical irritation experienced due to ad 

interruptions, thereby improving the generalizability of the study.  

There were also a few limitations of the current study’s dependent measures. One 

of the primary limitations of the measures was the Ad Intrusiveness Scale (Li et al., 

2002). While prior researchers found this scale internally reliable (α = .90; Li et al., 2002; 

Wehmeyer, 2007), we found the scale had poor reliability (α = .67). We altered the scale, 
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removing the item which described the ad as “obtrusive” because it is essentially 

synonymous with “intrusive”, which was already included in the scale. While removing 

the “obtrusive” item may have lowered the internal reliability of the scale, we believe that 

including both “intrusive” and “obtrusive” would have been redundant, falsely inflating 

the reliability of the scale. Thus, future researchers should utilize a more reliable measure 

of this construct.  

Additionally, while items in the Perceived Ad Effectiveness Scale (Hirsh et al., 

2012) capture aspects of purchase intent, the measure is only a proxy for buying 

behavior, the ultimate goal of advertisers. Measuring actual buying behavior is more 

difficult and time-consuming so it is rarely used in advertising research, but measuring 

actual buying behavior would be most valuable to advertisers.  

Finally, the recognition test was given to participants less than 10 minutes after 

viewing the advertisement and all but three participants correctly answered both ad 

recognition questions. Because the time between viewing the advertisement and 

answering the recognition questions was very short, participants may not have had 

enough time to forget the advertisement. Thus, differences in memory of the ad between 

conditions may have arisen if the recognition questions were given later. Additionally, 

long-term memory may be a more valuable measure to advertisers because it has a 

greater likelihood of impacting future decisions. Consequently, future researchers may 

want to explore the impacts of choice-based advertising on long-term memory. 

Conclusion 

As technology evolves, advertising evolves with it, constantly looking for new 

and innovative ways to reach consumers. The presence of ads is ever increasing, from 
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newspapers, to magazines, to radio, television, internet, social media, and streaming 

platforms; people are bombarded with ads everywhere. In order to offset any negative 

attitudes formed by ads’ constant intrusions and improve customers’ ad experiences, 

advertisers have begun implementing forms of interactivity in advertisements. While 

prior research has shown interactive ads (i.e. clickable, skippable, and choice-based) to be 

more effective than noninteractive ads (Kim, 2018; Pashkevich et al., 2012; Raijmakers 

et al., 2013), our current findings suggest that choice-based ads may not be an effective 

form of interactive advertising. Our research does not justify advertising’s current 

trajectory toward choice-based interactive ads. Rather, our findings may inform future 

advertising strategies by steering them away from choice-based interactive ads, at least 

until further research finds a benefit of their use. Even with the inclusion of our study, 

there remains a great paucity of empirical research on interactive, especially choice-

based, ads. Researchers should conduct further studies before advertisers decide which 

forms of interactive advertising are worth pursuing. 
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Appendix A 

Video Materials: 

Image 1: Filler Video (Clip - 11:06 - 23:37): Would I Lie to You? - S11 E03. Retrieved from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVIqUuH2Abo&t=1386s (Wiltshire, 2017). 
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Image 2: Advertisement: Bose ad Quiet Comfort 35 Headphones Get Closer. Retrieved from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWFoDkef1Gs (Goldman, 2016). 
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Appendix B 

Image 3: Video Procedure Flow Chart 
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Appendix C 

Image 4: Experimental Condition Choice Screen 
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Appendix D 

Image 5: Control Condition No-Choice Filler Screen 
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Appendix E 

Image 6: Modified Ad Intrusiveness Scale (Li et al., 2002) 
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Appendix F 

Image 7: Modified Perceived Ad Effectiveness Scale (Hirsh et al., 2012) 
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Appendix G 

Image 8: User Control Subscale of the Perceived Interactivity Scale (Gao et al., 2010) 
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Appendix H 

Recognition Questions 

Image 9: Video Recognition Questions (correct answers are marked in the images below) 
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Image 10: Advertisement Recognition Questions (Correct answers are marked in the images below) 

 

 

Top (left to right): (Aila Images, n.d. [a]; Aila Images, n.d. [b]; James Jin Images, 2017) 

Bottom (left to right): (Goldman, 2016; Robles, 2016; n.a., 2019) 
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Top (left to right): (JBL, n.d.; Skullcandy, n.d.; Beats, n.d.)  

Bottom (left to right): (Bose, n.d.; MPOW, n.d.; Sony, n.d.) 
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